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Speaker for July 20th, 2014
John Seed 

- Deep Ecology & 
the Conservation of Nature -

Deep Ecology is a philosophy of nature 
which sees that underlying the envi-

ronmental crisis, there is a psychological or 
spiritual disease, stemming from the illu-
sion of separation between humans and the 
rest of the natural world.

Since 1979 John has been involved in the 
direct actions which have resulted in the 
protection of the Australian rainforests. He 
is the founder of the Rainforest Information Centre in Australia.
www.rainforestinfo.org.au

He has written and lectured extensively on Deep Ecology, and has 
been conducting Councils of All Beings, and other re-Earthing 
workshops  around the world for 25 years. In the US, his work-
shops have been hosted by Esalen, Omega, Naropa and the Cali-
fornia Institute of Integral Studies.

The late Arne Naess, Emeritus Professor of Philosophy from Oslo 
University, Norway who coined the term ‘Deep Ecology’ pointed 
out that our “ecological ideas are not enough to protect the Earth, we 
need ecological identity, ecological self”.

With a presentation which includes music and poetry, John Seed 
will show us how to nourish our ecological identity, and to align 
ourselves with planet Earth.
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From the Editor

At the last meeting I heard someone commenting how the energy at 
the meeting was nice and fresh. This was also my observation. We 

had a fun and interesting seminar in the morning followed by the month-
ly meeting and I think the good energy builds up. We all did a bit of 
clearing in the room before starting the seminar and the atmosphere was 
really nice. 

It seems to me that more people than ever are interested in energy work. 
Dowsing is a great way to start on that road as it gives you right away a 
new door of perception without having to have any special gift of clair-
voyance or such. Anyone can dowse with only minimal training. Once a 
person sees how easy it is, then they are prepared to get a little more 
training. This is where our morning seminars are so beneficial, they are 
not expensive, nor very long, yet there is enough time to grasp some sim-
ple techniques which work for everyone.

I remember at the last seminar some new person was not getting a re-
sponse with her pendulum. One of the trainers gave her a simple tip : 
“Do not rest your elbow on the table, hold you arm a bit higher and uncross 
your legs.” It made an immediate difference and she was able to get a re-
sponse. She was so elated, it was a pleasure to see.

This month my wife and I have had the pleasure of meeting John Rich-
ardson in person. John is our most prolific newsletter contributor. He 
has managed to send us a monthly story for quite a long time now. John 
is in Sydney for a while, to recover after a medical procedure.

I was quite looking forward to meeting him and he did not disappoint. 
He told us lots of stories of his many adventures, all somewhat related to 
dowsing and energy. Please join us in sending some healing energy to 
John for a prompt recovery. We need more people like him, who want  to 
share their dowsing experiences with all of us.

Until next time...
          François
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Dowsing - Uses & Excuses
by Raymon Grace

Reprinted from the ORI Journal Vol 19, No.2, Summer 2014

This is a statement used to open many of my talks with dowsers:

“Have some good news and some bad news. 
There is a group of people who are among the most 
powerful on earth. 
The good news is it is YOU the dowsers. 
The bad news is that many of you don’t realize it.”

The reason may be based upon a saying I’ve 
used for many years that goes like this.

“People have given their souls to the Priest and 
preachers.

Their health to the doctors.

Their money to their bankers.

Their children to the school system.

In so doing, people have lost power over their own lives.”

While being polite is certainly a trait to be admired, giving one’s power 
away to someone who may have less knowledge and integrity than you, 
is just not smart.

I have chosen to address these issues because of the many comments re-
ceived from good people over the years. There are many good and capa-
ble people in the dowsing community who don’t use their abilities be-
cause of doubting their own abilities or for fear someone else may disagree 
with them.
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For example, a group of good people asked me to help them improve the 
quality of life in the schools where their children attended. A year later 
they hadn’t done anything. Their reason was that their work would inter-
fere with other children in the school and they didn’t think they had the 
right to do this.

Of course it would interfere with the other children and teachers. That 
was the point of doing the work!!!

When my kid, April, started to school at 14, the first thing I did was to 
clear the school of all the non-beneficial energies that could be thought 
of. On our first visit to the school, a teacher was informed of the plan and 
told there was nothing anyone could do about it and hoped the faculty 
liked the results.

As a result, there were no problems during the four years of high school. 
One teacher commented about how peaceful, calm and FUN things 
were, since April attended the school.

One interesting comment came from a person in the audience where this 
story was being told. She said that her son attended several schools in the 
course of his education. He had attended this same school during the 
time April was there, and it was the most pleasant of all those he had at-
tended.

Did dowsing interfere with the lives of other people?

CERTAINLY!

Did I ask for permission of the authorities to do this?

CERTAINLY NOT!

I did ask my dowsing system if this was permissible and if there was any 
reason not to do it.
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A letter of thanks was received from a Canadian Mountie, expressing 
gratitude for the lowering of violence in a Native village where crime and 
violence had been severe.

After working on the people in the village, the violent crime dropped to 
ZERO.

Again, dowsing was used to interfere with the lives of people unknown 
to me and without their permission.

When telling people in class how to de-power killers and rapists, the 
common comment is, “We can’t interfere with a person’s free will.” Why 
not? They are sure interfering with the free will of their victims.

If we interfere first, maybe there won’t be any victims.

Some have asked if I get permission before doing the work. Yes, but not 
necessarily from the person. I then put this question to the person ask-
ing, “Do you really think that I hunt down the killers or rapists and ask if it 
is OK with them to do some dowsing work to change their lifestyle?”

Then there is the argument that we are interfering with someone’s karma. 
This amazes me because if we prevent an assault on someone, we have 
done an act of kindness and prevented the perpetrator from creating 
more bad karma for himself.

Some have accused me of interfering with a person’s karma by doing 
dowsing work to bring about better health. Maybe so, then I probably 
interfered with an older, frightened woman’s karma who had a flat tire on 
the Interstate by stopping to offer help.

Somehow, the karma thing doesn’t seem to apply to the complaining 
folks when they have a problem.

Maybe this is a case of their dogma getting run over by their karma.
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When teaching folks to check the integrity of anyone wanting to sell 
them something or get them to join their cause, the question comes up, 
“Isn’t that invading their privacy?” Maybe, but they are trying to invade 
your pocket and influence your life. You have a right to know if you are 
dealing with an honest person or a thief.

Another thought is that there are many possible futures, we can use dows-
ing to attract the best possible future to us. But again, the question has 
come up, “Aren’t we depriving ourselves of learning experiences?”

My answer is, “Some learn by reading, some by listening, some by watching 
--- and some have to pee on the electric fence.”

If we use dowsing to attract more positive events in our lives, we have 
spared ourselves the misery of bad decisions. Which do you think is the 
most intelligent choice?

A question that always amazes me is, after explaining some of the many 
uses of dowsing, a person will raise their hand and ask if they can use it 
to make money. There has been some idea that spirituality and prosper-
ity cannot co-exist. This has been an effective way of controlling people 
for a long time.

My question is, “Has poverty ever solved any problems for you?”

I encourage everyone attending class to use what they learn to get their 
money back for the class --- at least 10 times over.

Let me encourage you dowsing folk to do whatever you can to make liv-
ing conditions better for yourselves, your family, friends and community.

One friend used dowsing to clear the disagreeable people from her neigh-
borhood. Another lady who was not a dowser used one of our DVDs to 
accomplish the same thing. Sure they interfered with the lives of others 
by their actions, but are living in a better neighborhood because of it. 
Apparently the criminal element and those of low consciousness cannot 
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tolerate high energy areas.

Now you have a choice, you can be ‘politically correct’ and tolerate as-
saults upon your family, country and way of life or you can use your 
mind and dowsing and do something about it. 

One thing seems certain, if you don’t do it, probably no one else will. 
This is why I wrote this article.

What if you fear opposition?? Well, don’t tell anyone.

The good thing about dowsing is that you don’t leave any tracks. Oh 
sure, someone may suspect you did something but they can’t prove it.

Now for you bolder dowsers, and for you timid ones who want to be 
bolder:

When you go to a restaurant be sure to whip out your pendulum and 
raise the vibrations of the food and energize the water. The .45 caliber 
bullet pendulum I carry is especially good for this. This act will not only 
change the energy of the food, it may even help in converting some on-
lookers to the world of dowsing. Lacking that, it will leave more vacant 
chairs around you so you may dine in peace.

Last week I was coming out of the grocery store and stopped by a fellow 
asking me to sign a petition so someone could get on the ballot for U.S. 
Senate. I pulled my .45 bullet pendulum from my pocket and said, “Let’s 
see what her integrity is.”

No, he didn’t ask about dowsing, he commended me for wearing a gun 
to the grocery store.

Told him I was just setting a good example and signed his petition.

          Raymon
Copyright February 2, 2008
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Raymon will be a speaker at the Ozark Research Institute Power of 
Thought School, September 12-15, 2014.

Raymon Grace, founder and president of Raymon Grace Foundation, is 
a dowser, lecturer and author of 3 books, “The Future is Yours-Do Some-
thing About It”, “Techniques That Work For Me” and “Seasons of April.” He 
has created 40 DVDs sharing information learned over the past 40 years. 

His books have all been printed in both English and Chinese. His work 
is being used in several countries for improving water and other areas of 
self improvement. His newsletter reaches people in 142 countries. He has 
been a guest on numerous radio talk shows including the well known 
‘Coast to Coast Am Radio.’  

He is a down to earth plain spoken person who tells it as he sees it. His 
dress clothes are jeans and cowboy boots and he doesn’t own a suit and 
tie. He’s real. His websites are: 

www.RaymonGrace.com

www.RaymonGraceprojects.com

www.RaymonGraceFoundation.org 

To receive a free quarterly newsletter write news@raymongraceprojects.
com

Ed Note: 
I recommend Raymon’s books, they are very valuable resources full of 
techniques, and all based on a great deal of common sense.

We have some of Raymon’s DVDs available in the library. 
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The Power of Thoughts
By Roger Kennerley

Reprinted from the New Zealand Society of Dowsing & Radionics,
 June 1999

I have been giving lectures on Dowsing at Health Expos, and showing 
how to check using pendulum or other means to find out if someone’s 

‘Wonder Cure’ or ‘Latest Remedy’ is the right thing for them - learn to 
dowse and be a healthy skeptic of all the ‘truths’ out there.

One thing I always do when checking someone’s health problems, is to 
ask if they are affected by negative influences, which may range from the 
usual underground water and energy lines, to negative thought forms. 

Recently I was asked to check out a couple’s house on the Coromandel. 
So they supplied me with a map and one interesting thing was that they 
relied on Solar Power, stream water and had no phone lines in either, as 
the man is very susceptible to radiation of many types.

I found an intersection of stream and ley line under the master bed and 
he told me that his neighbour, who also dowsed, lined up the same stream 
under his house.

While I was checking the house I came across an energy vortex in one 
corner, so I negated this by asking in the usual way that it be arrested 
above ceiling height. Two days later the lady of the house rang to ask 
what I had done to her meditation-corner - it had lost its beautiful en-
ergy - would I please restore it, which I did.

Lesson - Ask if the energy is negative to the occupants before negating it.

This also proved to me that my method of placing a Thought Form is all 
that is needed. How powerful we are!       
           Roger
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Interview with an Australian Water Diviner
Interview by Pauline J Roberts

Bob grew up in New Zealand and helped put bores on his step-father’s 
farm and others in the district 

from the age of 15. 

Coming to Australia in the 1960s, he 
started divining professionally whilst 
working in Queensland. I was lucky 
enough to go out with him one day 
now that he’s moved down south.

PJR: Bob, tell me about a few of your 
favourite bores...

Bob: Probably the largest was outside 
Gunnedah, producing 450,000 g/hr. 
Its irrigation territory so volumes like 
this are not unheard of, but it is still 
one of the better ones. I was very af-
fected by that dowse, very tired in-
deed afterwards. That’s what happens when there’s a heap of water. Then 
there was the farmer in Texas [small Australian town - Ed] who put a 
bore down beside a creek and got only 1000 g/hr. Since he wanted to run 
a 40ft irrigation pivot this wasn’t sufficient. He called me in and we put 
down one in the middle of the gravel of the creek instead and he got 
160,000 g/hr so he was pretty happy.

PJR: Bob, they’re pretty impressive results, two of many hundreds you 
have put in over the years I gather. Are you able to get such quantity in 
all areas?

Bob: No, up at Armidale [on the Great Dividing Range–Ed] 150 g/hr is 
considered good! Around Lismore [Northern NSW - Ed] we found wa-

Pauline holding Bob’s very long     
L-rods while he checks a vein 
with his apple gum stick
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ter and then gold by accident. The 
kids were playing in the tailings from 
the new bore and when they had 
their bath that evening, gold pieces 
were left in the bath tub. There was 
enough to pay for the bore in the 
end, so the customer was doubly 
pleased.

PJR: You mentioned to me some 
difference between rotary and per-
cussion drilling rigs.

Bob: Yes. You need to use rotary in 
hard rock of course, but using the 
old-fashioned percussion rigs - I used 
to have my own drilling rig - in more boulder/gravely country avoids 
sealing up the veins in the softer rocks and the problem with big pieces 
of rock falling down the hole. 

I also always tell my clients to get their bore cased, it’s more expensive, 
but getting a pump stuck when the sides cave in, is worse. I’ve seen that 
happen many times over the years.

PJR: You use, what in the UK would be considered to be, very long L-
rods of over 4ft in length. Can you tell me why? Are these your only 
dowsing tools?

Bob: I know some people use shorter ones, but my rods also tell me 
depth by their bounce, and I need the length for the flexibility. For depth 
I stand with my rod over the ‘spot’ and each bounce up and down equals 
one foot. When it reaches water, it goes in a circle for the whole time 
water is present, and then back to a vertical bounce.

I always insulate the handles of my rods. Otherwise, with un-insulated 
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handles the rods find all sorts: phone lines, metal, trenches, and this is 
not good if you’re looking for water. Also, once the rods have indicated a 
site, I take a stick from the closest tree (can be any type) and hold it over 
the ‘spot’ to see if it will bounce. If it doesn’t, then this is not a good spot 
for water and I move on.

PJR: Are there any other natural signs you use to help you choose spots?

Bob: To get me in the general area, I’ll look for the healthiest tree, it’s 
sure to have a good supply and also I watch for meat ants nests. 

They indicate a very good supply 
of water, seems they need the wa-
ter and maybe the cooling effect 
of the water below or something. 

They will excavate a long way 
down bringing gravel and miner-
als to the surface. These give you 
an indication of what is beneath. 
But beware, they don’t like to be 
disturbed!

PJR: Most diviners have had the 
unfortunate experience of a dry 
hole. Even the good ones can be 
nerve wracking in my experience. How did you cope with this having 
sited two bores a day for so many years?

Bob: Well, I only had two dry bores for which I refunded them their 
money. But I used to get upset and worried after each one before it was 
drilled, I don’t do that anymore. I just do my best and walk away. Oth-
erwise it would get to you too much and you’d never do another one.

            Pauline

Above ground part of a meat ants nest 
(lridomyrmex sp) with 500ml water bot-
tle for scale. These inch-long ants are 
territorial and aggressive if they feel 
threatened - they bite. A single nest can 
contain over 60,000 so dowse near 
them at your peril!
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Mind Energy and Healing
By John Richardson

Bill (name changed) and I had worked to-
gether many times over the years. The ma-

nipulation of energy fields often solved the 
problems we had been asked to correct.  

I would like you to walk with me as we explore 
one of the opportunities presented to us to help 
someone in great need.  

Bill had a mate Harry (name changed) who had 
been very badly hurt on two separate occasions 
whilst engaged in his occupation as a timber worker.

The first of these was in 1974 when he lost a leg and almost his life in an 
accident involving a chain saw.

He is one tough hombre – this Harry!  He has received medical treat-
ment over many years, but nothing stopped the violent phantom pains 
he experienced in the amputated leg stump. 

The violent pains would awaken him at 
night and he would break out in a heavy 
sweat with their intensity. Harry said to me,  
“I have to grab hold of the leg stump when 
they happen. I have never found any other 
person who has such strong phantom pains.”     

Bill visits Harry regularly and has witnessed 
the violent spasms of pain he experiences. 

It was against the above background that Bill told Harry about what I 
did with  ‘energy’, and that I might be able to help him get relief from 

     John Richardson
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these pains. 

About 2011, I first met Harry at his home and told him what I had 
found with ‘energy’ that would possibly help him.  I showed him how to 
run energy between his hands, and how to do the various exercises of 
running energy into and onto the body. 

I stood beside his side and laid my hands on his amputated leg stump 
and ran energy onto his leg. He was able to feel the energy flow. This was 
a case where I thought it advisable to work ‘on-body’ with my hands. 

After a couple of these visits he was able to gradually reduce the phantom 
pains and they stopped.  What a blessing for him after all those long, 
pain filled years!  

Harry had his second accident in 1999. He was unloading mill logs from 
a truck, when one end of a log hit the ground before the other end. The 
log then tossed him into the air some distance from the truck and then 
rolled onto him – pinning him to the ground.

Harry suffered an open head wound, his skull was crushed, a torn rotator 
cuff to the left shoulder, three broken ribs, multiple fractures of pelvis, 
left knee out of whack, two compound fractures left leg, ankle crushed, 
three crushed vertebrae of spine. Ruptured bladder, stomach and bowel.  

Harry said,  “Ever since my skull was crushed I have had constant headaches. 
Doctors have prescribed all kind of things to take away the pain but they do 
not work. Do you have anything you could do for me?” 

“Leave it with me and I will see what I can do remotely for you from Grafton.” 
I replied.

A quote from Betty Shine’s book “Mind to Mind” stays with me:

“What I believe to be the most important realisation of all, however oc-
curred, when I had been healing for about a year. This was the discovery of 
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the energy around the head, which is separate and totally different 
from the aura..” 

From my home at Grafton, (about one hundred thirty kilometres from 
Harry’s residence) I followed the Betty Shine’s concept and performed an 
imaginary operation upon Harry’s skull, (no blood flow is experienced 
during the operation).

•	 Simply run your finger around the skull and lift the top off the skull.

•	 Look inside and see wool type 
negative energy that was apply-
ing pressure to the interior of 
Harry’s head/brain and conges-
tion to the energy counterpart.

•	 Pull out the Negative Energy 
which will lift off. Your hands 
float upwards and disappear. 

•	 Make sure all the Negative En-
ergy has been removed.  

•	 Run healing energy through your hands. Replace the top to the skull 
and run your finger around the join of the two parts, and they will be 
healed.  

•	 Apply healing energy again through your hands. 

Everyone has a halo around their head, which expands and contracts de-
pending on their positive energy (attitude).  Imagine sliding your hands 
between the halo and the head, and run positive energy through your 
hands and open your mind so that their halo extends outwards for a con-
siderable distance.

When you are happy with the job, say thank you!  Give thanks.  Do not 
dwell on the case.  It is finished – come away and leave it alone. Do not 
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fiddle!  

Approximately a week or so later, I contacted Harry who stated that he 
had not had any headaches since talking to me. They have not returned 
in the years since. 

On a separate occasion I was asked to help Shirley (name changed) who 
had a rash all over her body.  Medical assistance was not working. I did 
not know, and had never met Shirley who lived about one and a half 
hours drive away.

With Betty Shine’s work in mind, the rash was removed by mentally 
treating the negative energy and replacing it with positive energy. I also 
treat the memory of the problem in the past, present and future.

Read Betty Shine’s books!  She passed 
away, but her words and experience 
are there to be experienced and 
shared. Remember: Your first success 
is the foundation you build upon.  

Enjoy! Until next time,    
          John

John Richardson.  (02)  6643-3813. 

Betty Shine’s books:
‘Mind to Mind’ ISBN, 0-552-
13378-7 
‘Mind Waves’ ISBN, 0-552-13998-
X
‘Mind Magic’ ISBN, 0-552-13671-
9
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Aloe Vera & Ageing
By Marilyn Gang

From the Toronto Dowsers

I started using Aloe Vera at the begin-
ning of the summer. Not from a bot-

tle -- using the leaf itself.  I don’t have a 
plant so I’d go to the No Frills store and 
buy one of those 2+ foot long leaves for 
about $3. It lasts a few weeks.

Before bed, I’d cut a half inch wide strip, 
open it up and scrape the gel off with 
my bottom teeth and eat it. Yes, I was 
prepared for this very bitter taste, but 
figured that would be good for the gall bladder. Friends in Hawaii told 
me, as these large leaves grow abundantly there, they take an entire leaf, 
open it up, scrape the gel into a blender -- with honey. And consume it.

Don’t know why I started doing this or doing it this way, but I did. And 
-- even though my sleep was good to begin with, it was even better and I 
would even wake up feeling a little clearer and more alert.

Then last month I read an article from naturalsociety.com which pointed 
out that Just One Daily Tablespoon of Aloe can Reverse Aging. Just one 
tablespoon of organic aloe vera gel every day can significantly reduce 
wrinkles and make skin more youthful in appearance.

Aloe is packed full of numerous nutrients and other substances that pro-
mote not only younger looking skin, but also a healthy body overall. The 
plant has 75 different nutrients including enzymes, anthraquinones, phe-
nolic compounds, lignins, saponins, sterols, amino acids, salicylic acid (a 
common ingredient in acne medications that contain other unsavory 
chemicals) vitamins, minerals and healthy sugars.
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One study conducted on wom-
en in their forties found that: 
“Aloe gel significantly improves 
wrinkles and elasticity in photo-
aged human skin, with an in-
crease in collagen production in 
the photoprotected skin and a 
decrease in the collagen-degrad-
ing MMP-1  gene expression. However, no dose-response relationship 
was found between the low-dose and high-dose groups.”

Without taking copious amounts of this wonderful plant’s healing gel, 
we can turn back the clock. Especially for women who have spent years 
basking in the sun and have the skin to show for it.

Aside from using aloe vera for a more youthful appearance, we can utilize 
the plant as a topical salve for wounds, to help speed the healing of cuts 
and burns and when taken internally, to help control diabetes and elevat-
ed blood lipid levels. It also helps to treat acne and soothe a sunburn, and 
reduce bleeding associated with gingivitis and gum disease. 

Aloe vera gel can improve digestion and heal stomach ulcers as well as 
stomach upset, and irritable bowel syndrome. It can thin sticky blood, 
prevent kidney stones and help to oxygenate the body. It also reduces 
high blood pressure and makes yeast infections a thing of the past. Aloe 
vera has even been shown to help treat certain types of cancers.

Aloe Vera may prevent, halt Skin Cancer. Aloe vera can make you look 
young, but also keep numerous diseases at bay. It is truly a wonder-drug 
in natural form. You can grow your own aloe vera so that you always have 
it on hand, and eat the gel straight from the inside of the cactus-like 
leaves. Or simply purchase the gel in a supplement form - though we do 
recommend using it straight from the source.

          Marilyn
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Do You Believe In Magic?
by Deborah Taylor

Reprinted  From www.deborahtaylorinthemoment.blogspot.com

Sometimes it’s hard living in a world with people who don’t believe in 
Magic.  If one didn’t know better, you could end up feeling pretty 

silly.  I’ve always lived with Magic.  In fact, it’s been on the top of my 
grocery list for as long as I can remember, Food, Water and Magic, but 
for people that need to touch or see something to believe that it is ‘real’, 
Magic can seem like a fantastic luxury and a waste of time.

It’s difficult to explain what Magic is because of its innate qualities.  My 
experience has been that Magic is malleable and can be whatever you 
need it to be at the time you need it.  It fits into small places, sits by your 
side with no judgement and in general waits to be integrated into your 
life. I’ve found that it can be your best friend with a wicked sense of hu-
mour. 

Magic knows your wants and needs even before you do and can help you 
in changing your perception of a difficult situation.  I’ve called on Magic 
to come and weave its way into my life when times have been challeng-
ing.  I’ve asked it to go first when walking down dark hallways just to 
check for any hidden dangers and probe the darkness on my behalf.  
Magic taps me lightly on my shoulders if I feel pressured and reminds me 
to try and step back and look at situations with different eyes.

At times people seem perplexed at my seemingly lax attitude when deal-
ing with problems.  They seem to understand it better if problems are 
attacked rather than letting wonder and inspiration balance situations.  
The only time that Magic eludes me is when I have to explain its qualities 
to others who feel that my belief is irrational.  Magic likes to play and 
does not like to be brought up in front of others to be poked or analyzed 
in order to justify its existence.  It’s then that Magic leaves me to fend for 
myself.  How do you measure the unmeasurable?
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So I grope for the words to describe a 
quality that can only be understood 
by the experience rather than by defi-
nition.  It’s hard to explain Magic to 
someone who has not found theirs or 
has mistaken it for lucky coincidences.  
This is how it feels; it’s as if I am stand-
ing out in a field, my arms are out-
stretched on a beautiful day … the en-
ergy, the light, the power of life is 
radiating on me and I am reflecting it 
back.  

I look to my left and see a bit of a rocky hill side with familiar faces stand-
ing and watching me in kind of a pained way as if to say “Time to come 
inside, Deb.  Have some hot tea and all will be better in the morning.”  It’s 
all very touching and funny at the same time. Then I look to my right on 
the other hill side, a smooth patch of ground with grass and flowers 
growing on it.  On that part of the hill there’s a party going on.

There are angels dressed up as people who know that we are all in disguise 
and that’s part of the joke.  They are experiencing Magic every day of 
their lives, no explanations needed.  These are the people with whom I 
can relate.  We are the New Standard of Humanity.

I think that the Lovin’ Spoonful were on to something in the ’60’s when 
they sang the song ‘Do You Believe in Magic’.  The lyrics are as follows; 

“I’ll tell you about the magic and it’ll free your soul 
but it’s like trying to tell a stranger ‘bout rock and roll.”

‘nough said.
     Deborah Taylor

You can visit Deborah’s inspiring blog at
http://www.deborahtaylorinthemoment.blogspot.com
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Are You For or Against?
By Robert Gandrup

ORI Journal Vol 19, No.2, Summer 2014

The other day I heard someone talk about the 
war on drugs. There are a lot of movements 

against things. World Organization Against Tor-
ture, Women Organized Against Rape, Students 
Against Drunk Driving, National Coalition Against 
Violent Athletes, the list is long.

Many think the only way to eliminate something is to work against it. 
This is far from correct. Your subconscious brings more of whatever your 
attention is on. When focused on a problem you direct your subcon-
scious toward it. It’s a spiral into more and more of what you don’t want.

The right way to correct a situation is to put your 
attention on the opposite. Instead of aligning with 
the war on drugs, join the Organization For Recov-
ery. If you want to stop war, support the Organiza-
tion for International Cooperation or the Veterans 
For Peace. 

If there isn’t an organization or movement to bring what you want, find 
some like-minded people and start one. When your attention is on the 
desired result, you work to create it.
           Robert

Ed Note: Robert’s family often consulted a well-known numerologist for 
guidance when he was a teenager. Intrigued by the impact it had on his 
parents’ decisions; Robert studied and applied numerology to his own 
life. Robert noticed, “There are numbers and combinations that need defin-
ing.” He wrote his own definitions and established their effectiveness with 
clients. Those experiences proved to Robert that a shift in focus changes 
the outcome. Visit his website: www.robertgandrup.com
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Improving Dowsing Accuracy
By Marilyn Gang, 

The Toronto Dowsers Newsletter, December 2011
 
Dowsing accuracy is extremely sensitive to the energy balance of the 
dowser, but when a dowser’s polarities are out of kilter, dowsing accuracy 
suffers greatly. Several things can be done to balance polarities, includ-
ing:

•	 Do the cross crawl (lifting each knee one at a time to meet the oppo-
site elbow, from either a seated or a standing position). 

•	 Do deep breathing exercises. John, a local clairvoyant, says he can see 
consciousness ebb and flow with breathing, and he’ll see the aura 
change whenever slow, deep breathing begins. “In the stillness is the 
wisdom and the answer.”

•	 Tap on the thymus gland in the vicinity of the center of the chest and 
say, “Only responsible intelligence respond.” 

•	 Take 3 deep breaths with each hand resting on its opposite shoulder. 

•	 Then repeat, changing the superposition of the crossed arms.

•	 Always uncross your legs when dowsing, and rest your feet firmly on 
the ground.

•	 Dowsing response with a pendulum is easier to obtain when you el-
bow is not supported and your arm is held slightly elevated.

from ‘A Clairvoyant’s Guide to Physical & Mental Health’ by John Butler.
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Society News
Last month’s morning seminar was well attended. We first watched Ray-
mon Grace’s latest DVD, then followed up with exercises so that every-
one had a chance to practise and get a firm grip on each method. 

I can only talk for myself, but I think that everyone, students and expe-
rienced dowsers alike, got a chance to learn something from Raymon.

His presentation is very grounded and easy to follow. It is so straight for-
ward and full of common sense, that it would be hard not to get it.

The seminar was followed by a 
very interesting presentation by 
Paul Fenton-Smith. 

Paul got the entire audience in-
volved and doing energy exercises 
so we could learn how to feel en-
ergy with our hands. 

Everyone enjoyed the talk and the exercises followed by the usual tea and 
cake time. Beginners also had a chance to ask dowsing questions.
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Speaker for August 17th, 2014
Carolyn McCallum 

- Feng Shui & Geomancy  - 

Feng Shui is an eco-science of inten-
tional design and harmony that orig-

inated in China about 3000-4000 years 
ago. It is having a resurgence in popular-
ity because it works!

Ancient Feng Shui is also known as Geo-
biology or Geomancy. It attempts to un-
derstand and quantify the spirit of a 
place. It looks at geopathic stress which 
weakens your immune system, that is 
present in the land and within a building, and remedies it accord-
ingly.

The aim of Traditional Feng Shui is to work out the energy distri-
bution in a building, remedy and harmonise the negative energy 
and optimise the positive energy using water features, furniture 
placement, affirmations and colours (especially red).

Feng Shui can be a cure for what ails your home. For instance if 
you are considering selling your home, applying solutions based 
on feng shui principles can be exactly what you need to sell it 
quickly. If you rid your home of what makes it feel uncomfortable 
to potential buyers then it becomes more saleable.

You can visit Carolyn’s website here:
www.fengshuiharmony.com.au
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Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb 
 and be seated by 2:00 pm

Bus Services: 
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle 
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill

From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506

From  Chatswood : Bus # 536 

Venue for Meetings
Community Hall,  44 Gladesville Road,  Hunters Hill

Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month,  except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm


